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3/20Introduction: miniaturization vs “intelligence”

I-SWARM, ~3 mm cube

~1000 robots

~100 robots ~300 robots

IRobot ~100 mm cube Jasmine, ~25 mm cube

„mobile and autonomous micro- (swarm) robotics“ 

Molecular
0.1-0.01 mm.
N>1000 

Solid body
0.1-0.01 mm.
N>1 

?

MiCRON, ~10 mm cubeMiniMan, ~100 mm cube

„mobile micro-/nano- manipulators“ 
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Miniaturization
100 mm cube 10 mm cube 1 mm cube 0,1 mm cube

Available Energy

Computation capability

Communication Radius
1-10m

100mm
10mm

W-2

W2

W-4

16-32 bit MCU 8 bit MCU 8 bit MCU

“Intelligence” & functionality

Number of robots

1

1000

300
100
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Increasing the number of robots:

What does it means ? 
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need of coordination
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coordination means primarily communication 
(global message transfer) among robots:

- right transfer
- right timing

1. Large-scale micro-robotics: cooperative actuation

to shift the object

robots with color sensor 

message transfer

robots without color sensor 
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1. Coordination mean communication effort

2. Increasing the number of robots increases load on the global communication

3. In micro-systems the global communication is hard limited 

4. This coordination is almost not scalable

1. Large-scale micro-robotics: fail of coordination
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Distributed molecular systems process and transfer information in another way

Chemical/biological 
oscillators 

or nonlinearities

Local chemical/potential 
exchange

Distributed molecular systems make large-scale coordination only on this basis
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biological macromolecular evolution (M. Eigen, 1971)

This system can be implemented:

- in chemical way;
- by analog electronic circuit
- in opto-electronic way  
- by digital MCU

N is the number of molecules (N is large) 

2. Bio-chemical coordination
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this system possesses “digital” and “analog” interfaces

“1”

“ 0”

“0”

“1”

“-1”

2. Bio-chemical coordination
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Large-scale collective decision making

3. Examples and experiments (1)

Initial robots proposals Final collective decision

perturbation

all to “1”

all to “0”

or
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all robot moves: 
(low robots density)

all robot stops
(high robots density)

Each robot:
number of local 

neighbors

only local interaction know the global state

More then 17 robots Less then 17 robots

3. Examples and experiments (1)
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Large-scale collective selection process

only a few equal  “1”

rest equal  “0”

and

N of robots getting “0”

N of robots getting “1”
totally 

100 robots
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1/3

2/3
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What is possible till now:

- simple distributed arithmetical and 
logical operations (averaging, AND, etc);

- collective decision making;

- synchronization in cooperative actuation;

- simple forms of adaptive coordination;    
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Conclusion

- coordination mechanisms, implementable
in different physical platforms 
(chemical, bio, opto, analog/digital) 

- no need of microcontroller/complex electronics 

- no global signal transmission at all 

- scalable at least up to 3 orders

- extremely robust
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